FROM HOT TO COLD
The Business Impact of Extreme Weather
in the 2013-2014 Winter
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USINESSES ACROSS THE COUNTRY faced extreme temperatures and precipitation
this winter. Seven states in the Midwest (WI, MN, IA, IL, IN, MI, and MO) experienced
winters that ranked among the top ten coldest on record. Not only was the winter cold, but
many major cities were also forced to manage historic levels of snowfall. Detroit received more
snow than in any other winter on record. New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and Chicago saw
snowfall totals in the top ten of all winters measured. At the other extreme, California endured
its hottest and third driest winter ever, and its $45 billion agricultural sector continues to
manage a historic drought.
THIS WINTER HURT SALES
Many brick and mortar retailers attracted fewer customers
this winter, and in some cases their operations were
significantly disrupted. Macy’s, Inc. closed 244 of the
company’s 840 Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s locations at
some point in January due to weather, according to CEO
Terry Lundgren.
One retail sector markedly affected by low temperatures
was auto sales. Research by economists Atif Amin and
Amir Sufi shows that vehicle sales grew significantly
slower in states that were much colder than usual. January
auto purchases rose 0.7 percent over December, but if
the 11 states with exceptionally cold winters are excluded,
sales grew by over two percent. According to Amin and
Sufi, cold weather deterred many people from purchasing
cars, but many of these customers should return in spring.
Early reports show that a rebound has already begun.
Many automakers reported March sales numbers that
were better than usual for the month. Ford reported retail
sales of 166,030 vehicles, up 3 percent over last March,
and the company called it the best result for the month
in eight years.
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DRAG ON HOUSING

LOGISTICS AND TRAVEL WERE DISRUPTED
The logistics and travel industries experienced severe
disruptions this winter. Airlines cancelled 6.5 percent
of flights this January, up from 1.5 percent in January
of 2013, losing an estimated $75 million to $150 million.
The economic losses from delayed travelers may be far
greater. Rail traffic also slowed significantly. One of the
industry leaders, Union Pacific, reported that its trains ran
9 percent slower this March compared to the year prior.
Businesses saw delays in deliveries, and some of the largest
logistics companies reported that the winter interrupted
their delivery systems. FedEx estimates operations costs
were $70 million greater this year compared to a typical
winter, and UPS reported similar winter expenses.

FOOD PRICES SPIKE
While most of the country was colder and snowier than
normal, California continued to suffer from a three-year
drought. The drought has especially hurt the agricultural
sector. About 800,000 acres, or over 10 percent of the
acreage of California, is expected to be idle as a result of
the drought, causing $3.6 billion in crop losses. California
grows 99 percent of the nation’s almonds, over 90 percent
of the broccoli, 80 percent of the lettuce, and 90 percent
of tomatoes. Prices for these products have already risen
by double digits, and food prices could continue to rise
through the summer.
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“
“I skipped paying myself a few times and
will be printing new menus with higher
pricing because our raw ingredients
costs were very much affected.”
Chris Dilla

Owner, Bocktown Beer and Grill, Pittsburgh, PA

“

Cold weather, especially in the Midwestern states, delayed
the construction of many homes. Housing starts fell by
over 30 percent in the Midwest this winter from 2013’s
pace, in sharp contrast to the rest of the country where
starts were up by 5.6 percent. While housing starts should
rebound in spring, construction companies have had to
cope with delays and waited longer to hire many of their
seasonal workers.
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UTILITY COSTS ROSE
Natural gas prices for commercial and industrial businesses
were over 20 percent higher in March of 2014 compared to
the same month in 2013. Businesses and households used
more energy for heating, which not only led to larger bills
but also to higher prices. Weather-related disruptions to
the delivery networks of natural gas, particularly in North
Dakota’s Bakken region, also increased energy costs.

LOSSES AND DISRUPTIONS ARE REAL, EVEN
IF ECONOMIC INDICATORS REBOUND
Economic indicators should rebound after this severe
weather, and housing starts, retail sales, and other
figures are expected to be slightly higher this spring as
consumers satisfy their pent up demand. But the extreme
weather did bring real costs for many businesses. It
hampered customer demand, disrupted supply chains
and operations, and delayed important investments.
Not all of those losses can be recouped. For restaurants
and entertainment, sales are completely lost. Delayed
production can also lead to greater costs as businesses are
forced to pay overtime to catch up and meet deadlines.

WHAT YOU TOLD US
Business Forward recently conducted a brief survey of
its network of business leaders on how this year’s winter
weather affected their operations and profitability. Fiftyfour percent of the respondents reported that their
businesses had experienced a loss or cash disruption this
winter as a result of the severe weather. Of those reporting
losses, nearly 50 percent did not expect to recoup their
losses in the second quarter.

Natural Gas Prices Rose Substantially This Winter
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Extreme Weather This Winter Affected Your Bottom Lines

54

%

of Business Forward leaders surveyed
experienced a loss or cash disruption as a
result of severe weather.
Fewer customers/sales
Higher utility bills
Lost employee productivity
Supply chain delays
Higher property mangament costs
Another winter-related reason
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With the help of more than 50 of the world’s most respected companies, Business Forward is making it easier
for tens of thousands of business leaders from across America to advise Washington on how to create jobs
and accelerate our economic recovery. Together, we have organized hundreds of local briefings with more
than 450 senior Administration officials, Members of Congress, mayors and governors.
To date, we have also brought more than 3,000 business leaders to the White House to brief the President’s
economic advisors. Business leaders who have participated in our briefings have seen their suggestions
implemented in the Affordable Care Act, the Jobs Act, three trade agreements and every one of the President’s
budgets. Many have also shared their recommendations with their representatives in Congress and through
op-eds and interviews with local media. Ninety-eight out of 100 business leaders who have participated in a
Business Forward briefing would be interested in participating in another one.
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